
FOCUS ON PROJECTIONS 
DATA

Getting to Know SOI's Statistical Services Branch:



Outline of Session

• Overview of Statistical Services Branch

• Projections Data – Products and Methodology

• Comments from Mary Batcher, BDS Data Analytics

• Discussion – Q&A



History

• SOI Programs Section and Servicewide Support 
Section have existed for many years.

• Prior to 2011, together in Statistical Computing 
Branch

• In 2011, RAAS DMD was formed, Statistical 
Computing Branch dissolved 

• FY 2017 – RAAS realignment and SOI 
reorganization
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SOI Programs Section

Mission
To develop sample designs, monitor the execution of 
these designs and develop estimation procedures 
and variance estimates for all SOI programs



Functions
• Design samples and monitor sample selection to ensure 

data integrity

• Develop estimation techniques: outlier detection & 
correction, adjustment for missing returns, calculation of 
post-stratification weights, and evaluation of sampling 
errors

• Document the methods used and the limitations of the 
published data

• Evaluate the implemented sample design to continually 
satisfy the users’ requirements.



Functions, cont’d.

• Conduct empirical studies concerning sampling and 
non-sampling errors

• Assess the latest statistical developments; identify and
recommend potentially useful statistical techniques that 
may meet the specific needs of the Division

• Evaluate results of statistical projects from government 
and private contractors

• As directed, represent SOI on special internal/external
committees on statistical issues



• Individual

• Corporations

• Partnerships

• Sole Proprietorships

• Foreign Income and Tax Programs
• Foreign Activity of U.S. Corporations; Activity of Foreign Corporations in 

the U.S.; Foreign Controlled U.S. Corporation

• Tax-Exempt Organization Programs
• Private Foundations and Charitable Trusts; Exempt Organizations; 

Exempt Organizations’ Unrelated Business Income

• Estate Tax Returns

• Gift Tax Returns

Projects with a Designated Math Stat



Servicewide Support Section

Purpose of the Team

Provide general statistical consulting services on 
request to other organizations throughout the IRS

Provide positive exposure for SOI

Support SOI and RAAS projects when appropriate



Customers
• Internal to the IRS (and now external)

• From almost every business unit (e.g. W&I, SBSE, TAS, 
CFO, RPO), including RAAS and SOI

• Work directly with subject-matter analysts and managers

• Provide executive briefings as needed

• Customer relationships range from short-term (single 
meeting) to long-term (20 years)



Services
• Performance Measures

• Surveys (External & Internal)

• OMB Clearance

• TIGTA/GAO Audit Support

• Ad-Hoc Statistical Support

• Projections and Forecasting – new!



Projections and Forecasting



Outline

• Data sources 

• Projections methodology

• Accuracy of prior projections

• Projections products

• Customers and how projections are used

• Customer feedback

• Online access to publications



IRS Administrative Data
• IRS Masterfile data 

• Reports from Business Operating Divisions (BODs)

• Compliance Data Warehouse

• IMF and BMF Processing Center reports

• Refund data

External Data
• IHS Global: provides forecasts of economic and demographic 

input variables

Data Sources



Projections Methodology 

• Depending on the properties of each filing category, the forecasting methods 
are selected to capture and extrapolate historical filing trends

• Projections are based on statistical forecasting techniques such as 
regression models incorporating key economic and demographic input 
variables provided by IHS Global Inc., time series techniques, growth rates, 
and historical ratio methods 

• The projection method used depends on the form type, availability of 
historical data, and applicability of relevant economic and demographic 
forecasts

• Baseline projections are generated and “off-model” adjustments are used to 
incorporate legislative/program changes that  are not captured in the 
historical filing trends



Projections include 

• Calendar year and fiscal year forecasts

• Multi-year forecasts 

• By major tax return types

• By medium of filings

• Geographical areas

• IRS Business Operating Divisions

• Examination classes

SOI Projections of Tax Return Filings



• Five publications are updated annually or semiannually

• Publications content:
• Overview

• Data Sources

• Methodology

• Legislative and Administrative Changes

• Tables with prior year actual data and four to nine years of projected data

• Measure of Projections Accuracy

• Other products
- Projections of payment volumes

- Weekly individual forecasts

- Ad hoc special projects 

Projections Products



IRS 
Publication

Number
Title of Publication Typical

Updates

6292 Fiscal Year Return Projections for the United 
States

June,
September

6961
Calendar Year Projections of Information and 
Withholding Documents for the United States 
and IRS Campuses

August

6187 Calendar Year Projections of Individual 
Returns by Major Processing Categories October

6186 Calendar Year Return Projections  for the 
United States and IRS Campuses November

6149 Calendar Year Return Projections by State December







Accuracy of Projections

• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is used as a 
metric to measure our forecasting performance

• The MAPE table presents the accuracy of our national-
level projections by major return categories. This 
analysis covers only the major return categories 
projected on a calendar year basis and serves as a 
general measure for assessing the overall reliability of 
our U.S.-level return projections

• MAPE tables are presented in most of our publications



Customer Feedback

• Projections Customers’ Requirements Meetings are 
held annually with core customers to discuss product 
timeline, program changes and their impact, and 
changes in their needs

• Customer satisfaction surveys are conducted 
annually to gauge the satisfaction level of our 
products in meeting their needs. Starting in FY 2017, 
projections customers will be surveyed by the 
Servicewide Support customer satisfaction survey



• Internal customers – Customer Account Services, 
Online Services, CFO, LOCKBOX program office

• External customers – Federal Reserve Board, Federal 
and state agencies, tax return preparers, tax software 
developers, and researchers from other private 
companies and universities

Projections Customers



How Projections Are Used

• Budget and workload planning

• Reporting purposes

• Research and analysis



• Access publications online from the Tax Stats site, 

under Products and Publications, click on 

Projections

https://www.irs.gov/statistics/projections-of-federal-tax-

return-filings

Online Access to Publications



Background

• I retired from EY in June 2015, after 17 years.

• At EY, I led the statistical group in National Tax.

• Before EY, I was at SOI where I created and led the Stat 
Consulting group.

• At that time the two statistical sections were in different 
branches.

• They are now in the same branch, along with the 
forecasting group.



Consulting
Meet and deal

SPSS

Small data sets

Short deadlines

Sampling
Sampling knowledge

SAS

Large data sets 

Long deadlines

Statistical Groups



Opportunity

• OK to just keep as three separate groups without a lot of 
interaction

• Better to create and foster synergy

• Learn each others skills and strengths 

• View each group as a resource (if needed) to the other 
groups



Getting there

• Monthly lunch and learn for all three groups 

• Start with software benefits and examples

• Rotate presenting group

• Joint projects or activities if/when feasible

• Treat the reorganization as an exciting new opportunity 
for growth through synergy



Discussion, Q&A


